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PREFACE

Making trans/national contemporary design history

Wendy Siuyi Wong / York University / Toronto / Canada
Yuko Kikuchi / University of the Arts London / London / UK
Tingyi S Lin / National Taiwan University of Science and Technology / Taipei / Taiwan

These conference proceedings for the 10th Conference of the International Committee for Design History & Design Studies (ICDHS) comprise a selection of papers presented at its biannual conference held between 26th to 28 October, 2016 in Taipei, Taiwan. The theme of the conference is “Making Trans/National Contemporary Design History” with the overarching aim to explore different possibilities of engagement that advance ‘global’, ‘world’ and ‘transnational’ design histories and studies. The Call for Papers announced eight strands for the conference: Inter-Asia and Design Historical Issues in Asia; Trans/national Design Theory and Identity; Science, Technology and Sustainability; Craft, Material Culture and Cultural Industry; Design Policies, Pedagogies and Creative Economy; Contemporary Design Practice; Activism, Democracy and Design Interventions; and an Open Strand.

The organizing committee received 230 abstract proposals for the three presentation formats: panel; individual paper; and poster presentation. All proposals were carefully reviewed by at least two members of a reviewing committee that was composed of 84 researchers from 62 institutions in 20 different countries, appointed by the strand chairs and conference co-convenors. In selecting papers, the reviewers aimed to balance quality of work and engagement with the groups of topics that emerged from the conference themes and strands. Following a second round of reviews, 67 individual full papers for individual paper and poster presentations, and 3 sets of panel theme paper presentations have been included in these proceedings. The selected papers have been divided into four sections.

The first section on Inter-Asia and design historical issues in Asia consists of 11 papers by researchers based in Japan, Singapore, Australia, Korea, UK, Taiwan, and the UAE. The papers cover specific topics on modern craft histories, craft-design activities in colonial Japan, women’s modern fashion, emerging design in Asia, and craft history.

The second section on the conference theme of the Trans/national design theory and identity encompasses 3 sets of panel theme papers and 19 papers that illuminate shared and translated modernities in global and colonial contexts.

The third section on the topic of the contemporary design practice and design interventions comprises 21 papers that focus on subjects ranging from science, technology and sustainability, to activism and the democracy of design.

The final section selected from the open strand consists of 16 papers that look into areas such as design policies, pedagogies, creative economy, and various topics from within contemporary design studies.

We would like to thank all authors, track chairs, members of the reviewing committee, the program committee and organizing committee, and all student helpers for making the ICDHS 2016 Taipei happen. In particular we acknowledge the dedication and expertise of all contributors from across the globe in coming together to deliver a very high quality of work that has ensured our conference will promote truly trans-national exchanges of academic, professional and research perspectives and views.
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